This map is prepared for Kenai Peninsula Borough Assessing Dept. use only and is not intended for conveyance nor is it a survey.
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For 2014 assessment roll
Delete Add Revise
To 12211 12212

Assessor's Map
Kenai Peninsula Borough

EDGAR LAW SUB  KN0000322
BOLSTRIDGE SUB  KN0000528
EDGAR LAW SUB ADDN NO 1  KN0820101
BOLSTRIDGE SUB BECVAR ADDN  KN0940031
EDGAR LAW SUB VAUGHAN ADDN  KN0960067
BOLSTRIDGE SUB DEBNAM ADDN  KN2007011
EDGAR LAW SUB ROMANOVA REPLAT  KN2013047

Por. Sec. 17, T05n, R08w, S.M.